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A SYNOPSIS OF THE FINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS AND 
RECOMMENDATIONS FR0rtI THE EVALUATIONAL STUDY 

OF THE DEPART~mNT'S YOUTH ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS 

This report provides a sUIT@ary of the findings conclu-
si~ns a~d recommendati~ns from the evaluational stUd; undertaken by 
thl~ ~nlt on the Juvenlle Awareness Programs offered at the Fishkill, 
Osslnlng and Queensboro Correctional Facilities of this Department. 
These programs operate under Administrative Directive #4770 entitled 
"Youth Assistance Programs" (1/11/79). During this study p~riod 
the Queensboro program was inoperative and a new program develop~d into 
its initial planning stage at Attica. 

~nmate programs developed during the 1970's, as adjuncts to 
~ommunlty-based delinquency prevention/deterrence programs, were 
lntended to convey the "message" to juveniles in trouble with the 
juvenile justice system (law) within their own communities about the 
realit~es ~hich imprisonment holds for those incarcerated in our society. 
The o~Jectlves of all such programs include motivating juveniles to 
practlce more a) conventional life styles, b) rational problem-solving 
stances toward their current situations, c) insightful attitudes 
toward self and others and d) law-abiding behavior. The assumption 
behind such interventions seems to be that a "jarring" stimulus is 
required to activate those self-reflective processes "necessitated" to 
alter the juvenile's current attitudinal/behavioral stances. In the 
public's eye, the prototype of such program~ is the Rahway Lifer's 
Project - "Scared Straight." 

The "Scared Straight" program uses excessive intimidation tactics 
to produce a fear-invoking experience as the "jarring" stimulus for 
activating the reflective process. Despite claims that the Rahway 
Program graduates "get the message" and stay out of trouble at the 80 
to 90 percent level, a recent quasi-experimental study of Rahway parti
cipants revealed that those exposed to the program stayed straight at 
the success rate of 58 percent; whereas, the controls stayed out of 
trouble at the 89 percent rate. Controlling the differences between 
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the experimentals and their controls for individual differences on 
prior delinquency record did no~ alter the findings. The results of 
this study pose serious reservations for all juvenile awareness pro
grams within which intimidation operates as the "jarring" stimulus 
for effective activation of the reflective process. 

Utilizing social and behavioral science findings, four possible 
explanations for the Rahway Study's findings were explored in an effort 
to delineate possible program policy issues. The first possible 
explanation involves the application of communications theory. A 
major contingency effecting a message's plausibility is the client's 
belief that the reward for his cODpliance behavior depends either 
a) upon his own behavior or attributes or b) upon forces operating 
independently of his own actions. When a client believes the former, 
he is said to exhibit- internal' control; whereas belief in the latter 
implies external control. Whenever a client believes in external 
control, message-blockage tends to occur because the "message" is 
perceived as implausible or unbelievable. As such, the reflective 
processes would not be activated. In the Rahway Study, more experimentals 
than'-controls may have been high on external control. Delinquents, 
in general, have greater proportions of 'external controls'than does the 
general youth population. 

The second possible explanation stems from:a special condition 
of learning theory and again involves the message's believability. 
Whenever fear is ased as the reward (punishment) under conditions of 
af-negativereinforc::ement for the purpose of creating response 
extinction, avoidance learning takes place in a special way. Less 
avoidance learning takes place under low than moderate levels of fear, 
but the least amount takes place under conditions of high levels of 
fear. irhus, levels of' unwanted behavior are highest under intense 
levels of fear. This is known as the "boomerang effect". Since the 
Rahway Program used excessive levels of intimidation, the nearly 30 
percentage point difference in the opposite direction from that 
expected could be the "boomerang effect" in operation. The theoretical 
interpretation would be that the program's message was blocked as 
unbelievable and the excessive fear produced an excess of the unwanted 
behavior among the experimentals. The precise amount of the excess 
remains in question; however, because negative reinforcement in 
learning theory would also lead to such a general prediction for the 
experimentals under conditions of a "single-shot" exposure. Whenever 
the negative reinforcement is removed, the response rate of the 
unwanted response returns to expected pre-negative reinforcement levels. 
Observers of this :~enomenon contend it is as if there were a stored 
reservoir of unwanted responses which had been held in abeyance. Once 
the avoidance learning is-no longer appropriate because the punishment 
is no longer presented, the unwanted behavior returns at a very rapid 
rate. In the collective case, this could account for the Rahway study's 
findings. 
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The third possible explanation stems from social p~y.cho~ogical 
theories of personality identity-formatio~ •. Exposure to J~v7n117 
awareness programs, especially under cond1t1ons where part1c~pat7on. 
was based unon forced-choice, could be a delinquency status-conf1~1ng 
experience ;hich served to label participants as delinquent, both 1n , 
their own and others eyes. Such an event would initiate a self-fulfil11ng 
prophecy wherein those exposed to the program would act to fulfill 
their own and others expectations as being deli~quent .. 

The fourth, and last possible explanation considered rests 
upon the principle that single events, even when traumatic, ,seldomly 
produce lasting personality or behavioral changes. Thus, w1thout 
systematically applied follow-up work, the exposure to the Rahway 
Program was ineffective to begin with, i.e. regarding p:ospec~s for 
long-term personality and behaviora~ change. Whe~ comb1n7d.w7th the 
other three possible explanations, 1t adds to the1r plaus1b1l1ty as 
explanations. 

These four possible explanations focus policy-relevant consi
derations on four, or possibly five, critical program issues. 

a) 

b) 

c) 

d) 

What must be done to select, screen and place youth 
appropriately within the program? 

What must be done to design, effect and control juvenile 
awareness program presentations which are clearly 
differentiated by the levels of hard/soft-sell messages? 

What must be done to ensure 1) effective levels and 
schedules of negative reinforcement, 2) interpretive 
integration of the program experience into the youth's 
belief structure, and 3) the availability and application 
of positive secondary reinforcement regarding compliance 
with expectations for non-delinquent behavior? 

What must be done to adequately test for the occurrence 
of possible program outcomes to ensure the Department's 
public accountability? 

(Note: Number c, 3 above could be considered as a separate 
program issue.) 

The issue of public accountability looms large on the horizon 
for the Department, especially given the present availability of 
negative findings from the Rahway Study. Present program advantages 
of a) satisfied community referral agents, b} inmate program 
participation-derived satisfactions, and c} improved disciplinary . 
behavior could be lost in the criticism of the Department's assoc1at1on 
with a program which possibly violated juvenile rights, used psychological 
abuse and incited or produced additional delinquency amonq those 
exposed to it~ To date, over 6,000 'youth have been exposed to those 
programs under the Department of Co~rectional Services' auspices. 
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certain limitations of this study must be admitted. Because of 
resource and time limitations, only a descriptive study could be 
undertaken by this Unit. Only d.ata based upon testimony and field 
observation could be gathered and compared with a review of relevant 
literature. The systematic gathering of quantitative data in an 
adequate research design permitting testing of propositions about 
program operations and outcomes was not possible. Whereas these 
conditions limit the quality of conclusions possible, nevertheless, 
the descriptive data gathered does permit identifying possible issues 
of administrative and managerial concern. 

FINDINGS 

Field observations of the Fishkill and Ossining Programs were 
taken by Unit Staff. Since the Queensboro Program was inoperative during 
the study period because its severe intimidation practices were 
undergoing review and alteration, it could not be observed. Each 
of these programs were scrutinized regarding their organization, 
sponsorship, administrative and inmate involvement, objectives and 
managerial procedures. Except for the use of severe intimidation 
in the Queensboro Program and the Ossining Program's use of extended 
efforts to gather client program-relevant information prior to 
exposure, the programs were evaluated as essentially equivalent. 
Therefore, in presenting the findings, the information gathered on 
the Fishkill Program was more fully utilized. It has a longer 
history of operations; and therefore, greater and richer information 
about its operations was available. When we are aware of significant 
differences, mention will be made of them. This approach has been 
utilized for the sake of simplicity and clarity. Thus, much of what 
is reported will apply most precisely to Fishkill, but remains 
indicative of the other programs. 

In January, 1977, a group of inmates became concerned over the 
"juvenile delinquency" problem .. Under the auspices of a sponsoring 
organization (The L.D. Barkley Memorial Jaycees), they examined the 
problem from the standpoint of what inmates could do to aid 
community-based juvenile delinquency deterrence/prevention programs. 
Their interests centered upon aiding in a) the deterrence of further 
delinqnency among youth already identified as delinquent, b) the 
prevention of delinquency among those youth identified as pre-delinquent, 
and c) the re-inforcement of non-delinquent behavior among non-delinquent 
youth (awareness seminars). Later, awareness sessions for community 
groups and parents would become an additional programming target area 
of interest. The service role which they recognized was one in which 
they could aid community referral agents by using their present status 
and conditions as inmate felons to convey to youth the meaning and 
consequences of imprisonment in our society. They believed themselves 
uniquely qualified to convey this message, based upon their personal 
knowledge and experience about the origins of criminal beh&vior. 
Initially, they identified several "techniques" by which the message 
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could be conveyed, i.e. a) inmate "testimonials" " b) guest lectures, 
c) skit-plays dramatizing the causes and consequences of such behavior, 
d) films and, e) intense "rap-sessions ll • Presentations were prepared 
and piloted on two groups, viz. a) a group of urban delinquents and 
b) a group of rural delinquents. The intensity of the "jo1tingll 
message was varied by altering the amount of verbal intimidation. 
Evaluative feedback information from these two exposed groups proved 
positive. The Department approved the program's operations, consequently. 
By January, 1978, five hundred youths had been exposed to it. By 
November, 1979, two thousand youths had been exposed. 

Project Objectives: The goals of Project YAP have remained relatively 
constant since its inception. There are eight of them. Each of these 
attempt._ to communicate a IImessage ll by giving to the youths a) the 
opportunity to meet inmates in a prison setting, b) the prisoners' 
outlook on prison life, c) "real life" stories of crime and how 
incarceration solidifies deviant life styles into criminal patterns, 
d) an explanation of how life styles involving pimping, hustling 
and dealing are unheroic images used to compensate for failure, 
e) assurances that someone cares for them concerning feelings of 
usefulness, be10ngingness and competence in themselves, f) an historical 
perspective on drug abuse in their current setting by relating inmate 
experiences with withdrawal, overdose, impotence, etc., g) a perspec
tive on youth gang pa!.'ticipation as actions stemming from personal 
insecurity and the inability to think for themselves, resulting in 
having to deal in the imprisonment alone and in desperation, and h) 
an "expression" of the feelings of incarceration regarding its effect 
on oneself, family, and friends through intensive "rap sessions". 

The means of communicating these "messages" are purposefully 
varied and have altered over time in response to contingencies. 
Originally, thel prevention/deterrence seminars were varied on the degree 
of intimidation utilized, whereas, the awareness seminars were 
strictly "educational". When the negative publicity and findings from 
the Rahway Study surfaced, the program attempted to shift its overall 
emphasis from utilizing intimidation to restricting its activities to 
education. The Proqram's new slogan became "We educate, not intimidate", 
Nevertheless, some degree of intimidation is still present by the prison 
setting within which the sessions take place and the purposefulness of 
"off-color" language which now differentiates the kinds of programs 
presented. An additional audience has been added to the overall 
Progra~m's operations. Adult awareness seminars have been developed to 
educate parents about crime and prisons, in an attempt to elicit more 
positive responses from the parents and adult communities to youth's 
anti-social behavior. 

Selection, Training and Monitoring of Inmate Participants: Inmate YAP 
applicants must a) have more than six months to serve on their current 
sentenceCs) before they meet their next parole - release board hearing, 
b) be a fully paid member of the facility's Jaycee Chapter, c) undergo 
screening as to motivation, potential, sex crimes and hostile behavior 
history and institutional adjustment and, d) agree to take mandatory 
training courses in the Juvenile Justice System/Law, "Speak Up" (method 
of presenting one's self) and Personal Dynamics (sensitivity training). 
Those courses are offered by the Jaycees. Occasionally, inmates with 
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a sex crime history are admitted h ' 
s~~m ~o warrant it. Associate pr~g~~t~e~~ potential contribution would 
a ~ e qualifications except for the t e~ 7rs are those who have met 
pe~~tte~ to observe, but not art' , ra~~~ng component. They are 
to Juven~le groups. p ~c~pate ~n, the team presentations 

, A screening committee of th ' 
cat~ons ~ubmitted on pre-designed ~~~:embers rev~7ws ~ritten app1i
the,app1~cant makes recommendations t and fO~low~ng ~nterviews with 
Cha~~an concurs in the recommend t' 0 the ProJe~t s Chairman. If the 
or r 7Jected. Differences of op' ~ ~on, the appl~cant is either accepted 
unan~~ous decision. This proce~n~on ar7 reso~ved by discussion and 
descr1bed in the Project's ori i~~e var~7s s~~ght1y from the one 
irogr~ approval. The se1ecti;n p;oapp1~~at~on f~r Departmental inmate 
,0 ach~eve a "ba1ance ll in pro'ect cess ~~ c~nsc~ous1y manipulated 
~nma~es with contrasting backJr member~h~p ~n order to provide 
ethn~c origins to "match" Wit~ ~~nds, cr~mes of conviction, ages and 
The training courses require a r e ¥outh/adu1ts attending the se~inars 
Only upon completion of the t p~ ~x~mate1y 1 1/2 months to complete • 
b7c~m7 active in the process ra~~~nf c~u:ses are inmates permitted to 
c~~~l~~n volunteer. YAP's f~ll ra~n~ng courses are presented by a 
ma7nta~ned at about twenty-four co~plement of members is usually 
be~ng emphasized mostly to pro;i~~tr :ttempts to recruit teenagers 
and presenters. e e~s of an age-gap between clients 

Bo All,me~ers are monitored by 
ard cons~st~ng of inmates Th' an eleven member YAP Executive 

facility and their effect·~· e 7r general behavior within the 
Def' , , .veness ~n their YAP I 

~c~enc7es result in a board m b' ,.ro es are observed. 
refresh h1s training or to take em er s.adv~s~ng a project member to 

appropr~ate corrective action. 
Dismissal from YAP ~ 

deemed detrimental or ina can o~cur when any inmate's behavior is 
Exec~tive Committee. Whe~P~~~~~:t~~ ~s,jud~ed by the eleven man 
go~~ttee delivers the message to thC~s~~ ~s reaChed, the screening 

n ¥ ~h7ee dismissals have occurre 7 me er and effects the dismissal. 
act~v~t~es. Causes for dismissal ~ ~~ ~he three yeas of the Project's 
~7rs~na~ contact with a program vi~~~o~ ebf) any attempt to establish 
~s~~p~~nary infractions within the f ~~.' ser~ous or frequent 

or ~ns~ncerity in program presentatio~~~l~ty and c) ineffectiveness 

Selecti0n and S~reening of Youthful ' 
screening processes by hi h Cl~ents: The actual select~on and ' w 1c youthful I' t 4 

1nto the program remain in the cont c ~en s are recruited and accepted 
departments, youth agencies Cour rol of the referral agencies. Police 
and the State's Division fo; YOut~S~D;ChOOlS, ~robation departments 
users of the YAP P~oject Th h Y~ const1tute the most frequent 
~~intained by the referr~l so~rc~~~g~~~~ty ~~ seminar groups is supposedly 

ey are sending. To be acce t d ' gna ~on of the type of youth 
participants must have eith p e~ 1nto the actual sessions, all youth 
the referral agency and be :r pa_en~al Consent or authorization from 
other referral agencY-Person~~~mpa~~edtby their teachers, counselors or 

. e ype of program presented then 
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depends upon the type of youth indicated as contained within the group, 
upon the observations made on the spot by YAP inmate participants 
and the interactional mixture of the characteristics of the actual 
program presenters selected for that seminar's session. 

Program Objectives: Currently, YAP presentations at Fishkill and 
Ossining are not modeled after the Rahway Program. The presentations 
attempt neither to capitalize upon nor heighten the levels of natural 
intimidation already present within the Program's setting, viz., 
a} the prison, itself, b) the client's situation of having to confront 
serious offenders and c, the presence of crude language and agressive 
gestures being used as "vehicles of emphasis". YAP team members strive 
to keep the level of intimidation present at "natural" levels, foregoing 
either menace or artificial constraints. In order to heighten message 
recepience, attempts are made to match team member characteristics 
with those of the clients, e.g., age, ethnicity, up/downstate origins. 
It is believed this promotes identification. 

A Program presentation requires a full day's activities. When 
the youth arrive for the presentation, inmate team members introduce 
themselves by name, crime and sentence. They relate their own stories 
of turning to violence, drugs, greed, eschewing education and skill 
acquisition and becoming involved with (and used by) pimps, hustlers 
and dealers. As inmates, they relate what prison life is really like, 
telling what is means to "die in prison". They stress the necessity 
and advanteges of "thinking for oneself", of "not being 
influenced by your peers" and what they have done to their family, 
friends and themselves. In making these presentations, they accept 
responsibility for their past criminal behavior. Most of all, they take 
apart "bad attitude". 

Following a lunch provided by the YAP team members, the clients 
and their referral agents break up into smaller discussion groups to 
hold personalized "rap sessions". The youth disclose their fears, 
past deeds, lies they have told themselves and other secrets. The YAP 
Team members rotate among the groups discussing problems, indicating 
what could be done about them and suggesting that others really care 
about both the youth and his problems. There follc<ws a "feedback" 
session in which problems discussed in the separate groups are shared 
with the entire group and leaflets are distributed on such subjects as 
drugs and juvenile laws. Then the youth leave and the team members 
return to the routine of prison life. 

These sessions are usually held twice weekly. 

Program Effects: There are four areas where effects stemming from the 
program's operations may be expected. The first such area involves 
those effects which might be expected among inmates, themselves. Inmates 
could be expected to benefit from the Jaycee Training Courses required 
for their participation in the program. The lessons learned in 
routinizing "the performance" and working cooperatively as a team member 
to achieve group-oriented goals will be useful upon release as personal 
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and social skills in group livin " 
may be expected to experience en~ and work1ng s1tuations. The inmate 
~f his fellow team members and he~nced self-e~teem, the approbation 
1nmates and facility staff fo h' ghten7d,soc7al status among other 

r 1S part1c1pat10n in the Program. 
, , The second area where effect 

D1Sc7p~ina:y problems may be exp ts~m~y be expected is for the facility. 
part1c1pat1ng team members and 7~h~Q ~o be lower for both the 
t~e ~ro?ram accepts and retainsw7 1n the facilitY,in general, since 
d1sc1pl1nary record Th 1nmates on the bas1s of "good" 
behavior for its me~ersus, the program re-inforces good disci linar 
within the faCilitY'-i.e.a~~o~~~m~t~~ exe~plary role model beh~vior y 

es e ma1ntenance of the rules. 
,The third area of expected b f' , 

commu~1ty. The community benefits ~ne 1tS,1~ those accruing to the 
to wh1ch to refer its delin y obta1n1ng a program resource 
of an immediate first hand ~=~~r-problema~ic,YOuth. The availability 
faced for delinquency reinforces ence con~1:m1ng the realities to be 
to the community. Additionally ~het~eaI1t1es of the sanctions available 
responds positively, surplus be~ef~t e extent that the community 
the f~c11~ty. Inmates are seen as1 s ~ccumuI~t7 for the inmates and 
contr1but10ns to the communit m~kinq pos1t1ve and meaningful 
communities. The facility' y, not Just,having taken from their 
toward preventing the man 1;oseen as be1ng cooperative and useful 
controlling, rather than 3u~t ~l~ms they are charged with finally 
safety and a blight on local reae l1ng ta threat to the local community'~ 

es ate values. ~ 

Finally, the fourth area of ' 
expos7d to the program. Youth ex potent1al benefit is to the youth 
benef1t from the "reality therapy?'os~~ t~ the program are expected to 
exposure. Avoidance learnin' a or ed to them through program 
frequency and seriousness Ofgf~~u~Xp~ci7d to result in lessening the 
exposed to the program. e e 1nquent behavior among those 

Regarding possible t 
independent research COUldo~ com~s for youth exposed to YAP, no 
descriptive evaluation of YA~,~ne~~ta~en. However, a preliminary 
reporte~ (DFY in-house document). e~hs among ~4 DFY youths has been 
conclus10ns seem relevant: e follow1ng observations and 

1. 

2. 

3. 

All DFY's youth repo t d 
being "scared" dep d

r 
de a sense of being "scared" The extent 

en e upon background ft' of 
exposure and penetration of the off ~c ers such as previous 
System and general upstate/down ~ t ende: 7nto the Juvenile Justice sl-a e or1g1ns. 

There was one severe reaction t 
e.g. crying, bed-wetting ni~htO YAP exposure among the DFY youths 
~trong indicated they mi~ht conm~~es. ~o~e of,the less Physically' 
1ncarcerated in a prison afterS~he: sU1c1de, 1f they were to be 

, e1r exposure to YAP. 
DFY ¥out~s, as well as several Gr 
quer1ed 1ndicated the need for andeen Haven ex-offenders who were 

recommended pre-prog~am 
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4. 

5. 

selectiveness in two senses: 1) the program should be tailored 
for individual needs and 2) "kids with head problems" should not 
go. 

There was some indication that identification with inmates could be 
counter-productive. Some DFY kids identified positively with YAP 
team members who were strong, tough and their\'Own man." They had 
no use for ~hose inmates who admitted that they had been used. 

( insecuri ty -prote.cti ve needs?) 

The kids received and retained the message of the realities inv~lved 
in harsh imprisonment, but some felt it was too harsh and conta~ned 
too much profanity, perceiving the experience as a "put-down" and 
demeaning to their "se1f-res,,?ect". 

From the consumer's point of view, the eva1uatio~a1 tas~ for 
YAP is whether the "message" reaches its audience and, ~f so, ~~ what 
form. The test becomes whether the "mes~age".is 1asti~g, becom~ng 
imprinted for a considerable period of t~me w~thout do~ng harm. "In, 
answer to this DFY Report's question, the DFY Report concludes, Th1s 
message may not answer the question of whether the kids may be pr7ven~ed 
from further criminal activity, but is simply a moment of truth (~ta1~cs 
added) ~ what prison is all about and how you get there." 

Further communication with the DFY Report's author produced two 
potentially profitable observations. First,.the inmate:s p~ogram 
presentations can be viewed as role-playing ~n a dramat~zat7on. Sec?nd, 
clients can be viewed as an audience more or less involved ~n observ~ng 
that dramatization. Under these conditions, the purposive control and 
manipulation of the comu.unication is of primary usefu~ness to the acto~s 
communicating the message. Such controlled, rationa1~~ed message<·send~ng 
bears only a probable relationship to the message rece~ved bY,the . 
audience's members. Thus, it matters that the message-sender s act~ons 
are wittingly contro11ed.if, and only if, it is presu~ed.that the. 
wittingly sent messages do produce· the message sender s ~ntended effect 
upon the audience's members. Independent of such matters, the effect· 
observed among the audience's members w~ll occur re~ard1ess of the 
message sender's wittingly manipu1ated.~ntended act~ons. The effect 
observed depends upon the message rece~ved; and, therefore,.any . 
connectedness between audience effect and the message sent ~s subJec~ 
to additional conditions. For self-reflecting actors~ wh7 ther on the 
stage or in the streets-of-1ife, the audience's react~on ~s a~wa~s . 
problematic. It is never a given confined to the bounds of h7 s ~ntent~ons. 
"Beauty lies in the eyes of the beholder" .•. , as does many th~ngs. 

As a point of illustration relevant to YAP, the DFY.report.con
tains an observation regarding one of the carefully dramat~zed obJec
tives of the program. In attempting to "debunk" the hero image of 
the hustler, pimp and dealer, one inmate presenter portrays ho~ he.was 
used by them, ultimately receiving his present consequenc7 of ~mpr~son
mente The witting objective of this message was to exp1a~n that the. 
heroes of street culture are really failures with respect to convent~ona1 
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society and become "successful" only by hurting those with whom they 
live and work (as users). The message received was far different. 
Within the situation of the YAP drama where inmates were presenting 
their life-histories, this YAP team member's message became, "I was/am 
dumb~ I was used; I am a street-punk who now knows better and am trying 
to head for a better life". This message the DFY youth couldn't handle. 
They have no respect for someone who allows himself to be used. Instead, 
in terms of the characters in the drama, they identified with the 
toughest, viz., those who resist dissolution of their development toward 
independence (adulthood). They dismissed the message which the 
"used" had to communicate. This seemed to have occurred because they 
could not handle what would happen to them, if they were to be "used" 
similarly (heightened anxiety and dissolution?). So it seems that 
avoidance learning did not take place, at least with respect to this 
objective in this audience. 

Program Expansion: There are two basic directions in which the 
expansion of services can be undertaken. The first involves incrementing 
the kinds of services offered within the program. The second involves 
extending the program to additional facilities where it is not offered, 
presently. These two program possibilities are not mutually exclusive 
alternatives, since each can be undertaken either-Independent1y or in 
conjunction with the othe~ Certainly the extent to which the first 
alternative is pursued impacts the conditions required to pursue the 
second alternative, whenever the second might be undertaken. 

As far as inmate involvement is concerned, the premises underlying 
the first alternative are that they are a) best qualified to offer 
new serv'ices because of their past association with criminal activities 
(experience) and b) most suited because of their dedication to getting 
the job done, due to their conversion experiences. Their claims for 
involvement in the second alternative rest upon a basis similar in kind. 
Inmates premise their claims upon having had the qualifying experiences 
of having selected, trained, and monitored new recruits and of knowing 
what works. They have demonstrated their dedication through their prior 
involvement. 

Each of these arguements help inmates to lay claim to a license 
to practice, just as they do for any occupation. And just as they do 
(in form ) for any occupation, they imply a hegemony over proper 
motivation, training and experience to get the job done p~oper1y. 
Nevertheless, the issue of license must be examined within the structures 
of reasonable review of just where the claims are justified with respect 
to such current and proposed activity. The Department is ultimately 
in control of honoring the license, since it controls the terms of access 
for effecting a mandate to provide services. The following are some 
of the incremented services which inmates have suggested as appropriate 
tasks for them to undertake in expanding the program: 

1. Provide one-to-one counseling of youth as an aside to the rap sessions -
including community referrals where appropriate. 



2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 
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with the aid of a liaison person on the outside, preferably an 
ex-offender, make contacts for youth to att.end the program. 

Make the facility a training ground for inmates to learn youth 
counseling as an occupational route for post-prison emp1o}~e~t. 

Offer feedback to parents as a result of seminars, e.g. advice 
on services, approaches to reaching their children, etc. 

Offer feedback to probation officers, youth counselors, etc. on 
insights into particular youths who have attended programs. 

Learn from and evaluate post-program responses of youth by . 
video-taping past-sessions or r 7view sessions for ~nmate rev~ew 
and analysis. (Program correct~ve feedback mechan~sm.) 

Act as community crisis center. 

Work with specific community's gangs and ~roub1ed yo~th through 
established community organizations (prov~de future Jobs for 
ex-offender youth counselors.) 

Although these inmate suggestions for program 7xpansion are 
neither exhaustive nor necessarily totally representat~ve, they indicate 
the directions of which the suggestions are indicative. 

a) Promote program participation through pro-active recruitment 
efforts. 

b) Provide spe~ific services to clients, referral agents, family. 

c) Establish in-service training to improve skills and keep 
up on techniqn~s. 

d) Provide for follow-up services to clients. 

e) Establish preventative services. 

f) Contribute community/public services. 

g) Create self-corrective feedback mechanisms to improve service 
delivery. 

h) Promote employment of those "licensed' throughout the 
range of natural settings within which the "problem" occurs. 

Thus these inmate suggestions constitute a "program" approaching 
the estab1i~hment of a new para-prof:ssiona1 o~cupa~io~, perh~ps to . 
be known as the "de1inquency-prevent~on cornmun~ty.a~de. Bas~c to th~s 
claim for license and subsequent mandate are the ~ssues of knowledge, 
training, experience and probable effectiveness. 

There is a differenc~ between the qualifications for being a 

I I 
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diagnostician and an interventionist. To intervene effectively pre
supposes being able to discern the correct condition requiring inter
vention; howevee, to perceive the condition does not guarantee the 
selection of the appropriate intervention. Correct diagnosis is only 
necessary to effective intervention because each activity requires 
separate skills and experiences. Inmates, as a matter of experience, 
may qualify to some degree as diagnosticians, i.e. if only through 
reflective empathy. They fail to qualify as interventionists. They 
can only propose a program to qualify themselves to that end; and even 
then, it must be confined to the boundaries of the traditionally 
available resources of community social work, clinical psychology, 
counseling, etc., i.e. qualifications for intervention which they can not 
be said to reasonably possess. Can the person who knows the tell-tale 
signs of his problem and who subsequently is confronted with othe~s 
exhibiting similar signs be permitted to intervene in the course of 
the other's problem? Prudence would dictate caution in affirming 
such claims and action-courses. 

The dispersion of the program to other DOCS facilities, 
performing services roughly equivalent to those currently performed in 
YAP, is the second expansion option. Both the inmates and the Fishkill 
administration believe that, if this option is exercised, then the 
YAP team should be involved. The YAP team has acquired useful experience 
in screening, selecting and training inmates for the YAP Project. 
~If it is acknowledged that such experience is relevant to their t~ing 
ahle to appraise the inmates' appropriateness for the program, then it 
follows that they could make important ~ontributions to establishing 
new teams elsewhere, in other facilities'. Both the inmates and the 
Fishkill administration seem to believe that the program's effectiveness 
is largely dependent upon the fact that it is an inmate-'run project. 
It is guided and assisted by administrative authority, not controlled 
by it. As such, it requires support as well as protection from those 
program and security staff who feel threatened by it. Therefore, if 
the program is to be dispersed into other DOCS facilities, administra
tive support, both by the Department and at the facility-level, will 
be required in its incipient stages of development to help each site 
solve funding problems (e.g. postage, staff time, lunches, etc.) and 
minimize hostilities. Care must be taken to screen out those inmates 
who would use the program for self-aggrandizement pruposes, a tendency 
both YAP team members and the Fishkill administrative staff agree 
lessens program effectiveness and interfers with a YAP team member's 
ability to deal with his own problems. 

---~ ~------".-."-----

, 
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS: 

Pro~ram Admission and Screening: Efforts to camouflage the 
intimidation contained in the "message" conveyed to youth eX1?osed to 
the program are unconvincing, i.e., to a significant d~gree ~t 
remains a "fear-provoking" message. TI;erefore, accord~n~ to the . 
special conditional law of negative re~nforcement operat~ve whe~ . 
fear is used as the reward (punishment) to produce resp~nse-ext~nctlo~ 
message-blockage together with increased unwanted behav~or may be 
expected. When the fear induced is extreme, the occurrenc~ o~ the 
unwanted behavior is subject to a "boomerang effect" where~n ~ts 
occurrence is greatly increased. When the population exposed to 
such events suffers from emotional problems, trauma may occur. . 
Without adequate screening procedures to filter out those susceptlble 
to trauma, adverse consequences to program exposure may be expected 
as a certain probability (at least one such case has been obse7ved) . 
Current procedures do not require community.re~err~agents to ~nform 
parents/guardians and others from whom perm~ss~on ~s requested for 
program admission about the experimental and possibly harmful effects 
to youth stemming from the psychological abuse present in the 
message conveyed. 

with respect to securing consent for program.a~mission based 
upon informed advise, it is recommended that.pos~t~ve,step's b.e ta~en 
to require community referral agents to,prov~de such ~nfo7med adv~se 
to parents, guardians and others regard~ng both the exper~mental 
nature and possibly harmful effects attendant to program exposure. 
Also, advice of counsel is recommended. 

With respect to ensuring that t~ose youth with emotional , 
problems be identified and excluded on the groun~s of,preven~~ng 
unnecessary trauma, two possible procedures are ~dent~fed, v~~., , 
The Mental Status Examination and the self-administered psych~atr~~ 
SymptornList (SCL-90R, Leonard Derogatis, 1976). Fur~h~r explorat~on 
of available procedures would undoubtedly uncover add~t~onal ~nes. 
It is recommended that referral agents be encouraged to exerc~se 
more than their "professional judgemenc." in doubtful cases. The, 
availability of community mental health centers to act as s~reen~ng 
agents is suggested as a resource for,referral a~e~t~ .. It,~s . 
suggested that the Department review ~ts respons~b~l~t~es ~n th~s 
area, both legal and programmatic. 

With respect to preventing additional delinquent behavior 
which could be produced as a consequence of exposing yo~th to 
the program, specific recommendations are made (be~ow) ~n the 
sections on program placement and post-exposure re~nforcement 
and alternatives. 
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Program Placement: Current program procedures which attempt to 
match aggregate youth characteristics on delinquency background 
and upstate/downstate residential origins wi.th variations in the 
"jolting-potential" of the message (i.e., the degree and intensity 
of intimidation to which youth are exposed) are crude in the 
precision with which they permit the message communicated to 
match the indivduated problems present within the youth program
audience. These program procedures assume that each group 
exposed is homogeneous with respect to (a) message receptivity, 
(b) susceptability to negative reinforcement, (c) behavioral 
problems and (d) other important problematic dimensions, e.g., 
offense, life style, etc. 

Appropriate program placement requires that more information 
relevant to the youth-client become available prior to exposure. 
The client's status on factors relevant to message-receptivity 
is information basic to the placement problem. Indicators of 
message blockage and persuasibility should be gathered. For 
example, the youth's belief in internal versus external control 
and susceptibility to fear reaction are important to message 
blockage. Likewise, self-rating scores on persona' adjustment 
dimensions such as (a) neurotic anxiety (low), (b) obse8sional 
symptoms (low), (c) social inadequacy (high), (d) inhibitation 
of agression (high), and (e) depressive affect (high) are all 
positively associated with persuasibility. The direction and 
degree of self-esteem of youth is another important variable in 
this equation. Unless the message is both received and subjects 
are in a condition to be persuaded, the delivery of the message 
and any consequences are dubious. It is recommended that basic 
communications theory be utilized to improve the message impact 
potential and place you'ch-clients accordingly. Where blockage 
is likely and persuasibility doubtful, screening procedures for 
either exclusion or exposure to soft sell, high-density information 
programs should be considered. 

Appropriate program placement presupposes the program itself 
has been designed in such a way that it is compatible with the 
salient life cycle and subcultural conditions effective within 
each youth audience. When this is not the case, messages delivered 
by team members whose identity and style represent points of 
negative identification may be missed. Also, the message itself 
may be counter to the values operative within the audience. 
Instances of the effect of negative identification and value 
bl?ckage have been observed among youth exposed to ~he program. 
Th~s suggests the advisability of "nesting" those messages considered 
most important to the individual problems of the audience in the 
presentation of those dramatis personae with whom the audience is 
most likely to identify positively and whose value orientations are 
least likely to produce message interference. 
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Em hasis on varying the dc:gree and intensity of int~midation 
P, thod by which types of program presentat~ons a:e 

as the maJor me , f d' ting cla~ms 
differentiated becomes cOl~nttt~~-~~~~u~~~~e"f~~ak~s~~~~enting horror-
that these programs are ~ d b "h lp-
l'k side-shows". "Jolting-power" should b~ supplan~e I he _ 

m~s:agesll designed t~d(a) ~~;i~wf~~ef~~~~::~~-i~~;e;~~~ ~hetr:ppre 
sentations, (b) pr~v~ e a , fforts b the referral agents 
sessions and (c) a~d counsel~~~ e ltern~tive "help-messages" could 
following ~r~gram ~x~~:u~~divid~:~e~ needs of audience members, , i~ 
be targete 0 mee , " 'or to the youth-client's v~s~t. 
those needs could be ~dent~f~ed pr~ h ld be gained in this respect. 
The cooperation of referr~l agents s,ou possibility be explored with 
It is recommended that th~s programm~ng 
user committees. 

roblem for improving message 
Proper program placement as a Plude the problem of the proper 

reception and impact,should n~;s:~~ation. Likewise, the potential 
use of team me~ers ~n,th~~ Pown habilitation through the pre-
for aiding the ~nmate ~n, ~s drama exercise should not be 
sentation's use as a soc~o/psychO, d to implement this potential 
overlooked. Resources may be requ~re 
benefit. 

t and Alternatives This is an area 
Post-Exposure Reinforcemen Kinds completeness and the 

about which little seems to be know~ follow:uP efforts are at 
organization of post-exposurehP~og7 le events even when traumatic, 
issue. Under the,pos~ulatedt ~ S~~~g term pe~sonality and behavior 
are seldom effect~ve ~n pro uc~ng , 
change such programs are important in three are~s, v~z., (a) the 
type a~d schedule of negative rei~forceme~t appl~ed, ~b) the 
requirement for interpreting and ~nteg7at~ng the mean~~g(of) ~~e 

ro ram ex osure into the client's bel~ef structure a~ c e 
;pp~rent a~vantage of utilizing positive,secondary r~~nforcement 
as substitute rewards for successful avo~dance behav~or. 

Additional negative reinforcement should be applied ~n the p~st-
'od while avoiding great intensity and cons~stency ~n 

exposure per~ , f th rogram's 

.. 

its application. Efforts to elicit any awareness 0 . e p 

~:~~~~l;~:~~:d~~e~ef~;;v~a~~~~lic:~~u;~S~eb~o~:k~~ ~ol:;~~~' activating 
provoked defense mechanisms by not associating suc~ negat~ve recall
imagery with current instances of delinquent b~hav~or ~r,other 
problematic behavior. They should be dealt w~th on t e~r own 
merits. 

Integration of the meaning of the program exposure into the 
client's belief structure should emphasize its r~levance to) 
effective choice points (e.g., situations, assoc~ate~~ e~~. 
associated with delinquency. Remedial work on the c ~en s 
beliefs concerning the locus of effective control, self-esteem 
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and other such conditions may become important. It is the referral 
agent's responsibility to direct the reflective processes appropriately. 
Role playing and reality-testing should be emphasized in these efforts. 
Confrontation counseling seems appropriate. 

Positive rewards must be found and delivered as secondary 
reinforcements, substituting for the negative reinforcements associated 
with unwanted behavioral responses. They should be supplied as rewards 
for the desired behavioral responses. These should match the life
cycle, needs and growth potentials of the client. 

These broad requirements for post-exposure follow-up efforts 
should be referred to user committees. 

Determining Program Effectiveness 

The (a) information required for program selection, screening 
and placement, the (b) content, delivery, and articulation of the 
program presentations, and the (c) follow-up work performed by 
referral agents are all problematic regarding client-outcome. A 
limited program of evaluational research must be undertaken to 
identify effective interventions for specific populations and problems. 
The problem of differentiated program messages tailored to individual 
client-needs should be addressed, together with post-exposure inter
vention strategies employed as conditions of continued treatment 
exposure. This program of evaluational research could take several 
forms. More user information is required before alternative designs 
can be developed. Relevant feedback for developing the dramatic 
presentations and opportunities for rap session interventions should 
be provided to promote program enrichment and corrective program
control/redesign efforts. 

The evaluational research effort on outcome and relevant 
conditions should be undertaken by a research operation independent 
of both the Department and the community referral agents. Both of 
these parties must recognize their responsibility to cooperate and 
invest in this research effort as a condition of continuing program 
availability. Without "hard" evidence on outcome and the contingencies 
affecting it, the credibility of each party's public accoun~ability 
will suffer. 

Ancillary Conditions and Recommendations 

1) As the youth assistance program within a facility grows 
in participation and importance, it should be separated 
from its sponsoring inmate organization and given equal 
and independent status as an inmate organization. The 
size, complexity and specificity of this program results 
in problems develo9ing for both the sponsoring organization 
and the program, e.g., organizational goal conflict and 
resource drainage. When undertaking the separation, care 
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must be exercised to transfer adequate personnel and 
resources to the youth assistance program without damaging 
the parent program. The transition should be planned and 
negotiated with both parties. 

2) The Department must avoid honoring the para-professional 
occupational claims of the inmate team members to become 
juvenile delinquency intervention specialists. Their 
desire to provide themselves with counselor-training programs 
and become detached delinquency prevention specialists 
within community prevention agencies and programs rest 
upon exaggerated claims to expertise based upon their 
criminal/delinquency backgrounds in the streets and their 
sense of assuming a "calling" to the work. Such recognition 
would produce a goal displacement problem in the program 
wherein approximate occupational goals would be sUbstituted 
for the present program's community service goals. This 
would, in return, result in a diversion of available 
program means. Eventually, it could result in the subversion 
of community-based programs, as has occurred in California. 

Specifically, the roles of team members should avoid present 
suggestions for assuming one-to-one counseling, providing 
clients with referral services to community agencies, 
contacting parents with feed-back information about their 
child's problems, acting as a community-crisis resource 
center and working directly with community organizations 
on delinquency prevention tasks within the community. Their 
youth assistance program roles should be confined to effective 
dramatic presentations, including negative role modeling 
and "helpful-message" communications, as followed-up in their 
rap sessions. 

3) If program expansion is entertained as a viable option, 
then the incremented program services model represented 
by the inmates' para-professional claims should not 
become the basis of that expansion. The expansion should 
be restricted to developing programs in additional facilities 
for offering within institutional services to community 
referral agents, only. The program emphasis used should, 
in turn, be restricted to those services required to provide 
a controlled and targeted, one-shot exposure for follow-up 
through the community agent's further interventions during 
the post-program exposure period. H0wever, every effort 
should be made to enrich the screening, placement, message 
targeting capabilities, post-exposure interventions and further 
evaluational research endeavors. Such additional facility 
expansion should be based upon determined consumer demand, in 
order not to produce so many programs that they become sources 
of idle-time activities and discouragement for the inmates. 
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